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Abstract 
 
The dropped objects are identified as one of the top ten causes of fatalities and serious injuries in 
the oil and gas industry. It is of importance to understand dynamics of dropped objects under 
water in order to accurately predict the motion of dropped objects and protect the underwater 
structures and facilities from being damaged. In this thesis, we study nondimensionalization of  
dynamic equations of dropped cylindrical objects. Nondimensionalization helps to reduce the 
number of free parameters, identify the relative size of effects of parameters, and gain a deeper 
insight of the essential nature of dynamics of dropped cylindrical objects under water. The 
resulting simulations of dimensionless trajectory confirms that drop angle, trailing edge and drag 
coefficient have the significant effects on dynamics of trajectories and landing location of 
dropped cylindrical objects under water.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Keywords: 
    Dropped cylindrical object, surge-heave-pitch motion, drop angle, trailing edge, 
 Nondimensionalization   
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Chapter 1  Introduction 
Dropped objects are considered as one of top ten hazard accidents in the oil and gas industry and 
possess potential damage on offshore and onshore facilities [1]. Dropping objects also raise the 
health and environmental issues in the offshore operation. ABS guidance (2010) [2] suggests a 
evaluation process for the assessment of damage due to objects dropping from the failed lifting 
operation on a supply boat or unsecured debris falling overboard during storms. However, the 
guidance failed to address the problem brought by deep water structures and subsea equipment. 
One of the main reasons is that people are lack of knowledge of entire trajectory of dropped 
objects and consequently, the subsequent probability of striking additional structure and 
equipment and impact on other structure are not able to be estimated. Therefore, it is of 
importance to understand the fundamental mechanism of  motion of objects falling through water 
including prediction of their landing locations in order to handle the unexpected situation and 
reduce the harmful impact to minimum level. On this knowledge platform, one would monitor 
the real-time  movement of dropped objects under water, predict landing location on ocean bed 
and estimate the potential damage occurred. The knowledge would also benefit for proposal of 
guidance of offshore and onshore operation and minimize damage. 
This research work focuses on dropped cylindrical objects which is theoretically treated as 
slender body and it is largely inspired by the work done by V. Aanesland [3]. Aanesland came up 
with the theoretical treatment of dropped cylindrical objects based on the similarity between 
motion of slender cylindrical objects under water and maneuvering of slender ships. He noticed 
that the coupled surge-heave-pitch motion could be used to describe the motion of dropping 
slender body. Aanesland performed two model tests in order to compare the theoretical results. 
In the first model test, two different model-scales were used on dropping objects from a platform 
deck. From the height of a platform deck, a pipe was dropped above water surface. In the second 
model test, the angle between pipe and water surface was specified. The pipe was released below 
the water surface and trajectory was observed. From model test 1, it was shown that drop 
position has effect on directional stability. The movement of longitudinal is very different from 
that of lateral direction or heave motion. Model test 2 showed that the effect of angle is 
significant on motion of longitudinal and lateral directions. Both model tests provide evidence  
that the viscosity plays an important role in the movement along longitudinal direction or surge 
motion and there exists similarity between maneuvering of slender ships and moving of dropped 
pipe through water. Consequently, the equation of motions is formed based on the maneuvering 
equation as presented by Newman [4]. 
1.1 Background Review 
The dynamics of falling cylindrical object has been experimentally investigated. Aanesland [3] 
performed two drop model tests to observe the entire trajectory from a drop at the platform deck 
until the object lands on the seabed. It was found that dynamics of dropped cylindrical object has 
similarities in maneuvering of ships. Yasseri [5] performed the experiment to investigate the 
landing location of model-scaled dropped cylinders through water at low initial entry velocity. It 
was concluded that dropping cylinders have 50% of probability to fall within 10% of the water 
depth, 80% of probability to fall within 20%, 90%  to fall within 30%, 95% to fall within 40% of 
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water depth and 98% of probability to fall within 50% of water depth. A series of model tests 
have been performed by Awotahegn [6] to study the trajectory and seabed distribution of two 
drill pipes with diameters 8  and 21  which fall from certain heights above the water surface. The 
maximum excursion points and seabed landing points have been identified and analyzed. It was 
found that simplified method by risk assessment of 2010 is generally conservative [7]. The 
experimental trajectories of falling cylinders with various mass center, initial velocity and drop 
angle have been reported [12]. 
The costs of experimental studies on the motion of slender body under water lead the research to 
focus on the development of numerical simulations of hydrodynamic analyses [8]. Two-
dimensional motion of falling objects is simulated by solving the differential equations of motion 
[9]. A computer program called DELTA is used to study the effects of several parameters. It was 
found that the drop angle has significant effect on horizontal excursion at the seabed level. 
Moreover, both drop height and angle affect the horizontal velocity of the object. In addition, the 
tangential drag coefficient seemed to have little impact on the trajectory. Using the same 
computer program, DELTA, multiple numerical studies on trajectories of two dropped drill 
casings have been carried out [10]. These studies confirmed that drop height above waterline and 
initial dropped angle were critical parameters affecting the horizontal velocity. It is successfully 
established the relation between impact velocity and probability of its exceedance based on the 
findings of reliability-based impact analysis. Characteristic motions of freely falling body 
through water has been studied [11]. The time-dependent six degrees of freedom motions of 
dropping object in water has been obtained by numerical solution scheme. The viscous effect has 
been considered on trajectory of cylindrical body by estimating the drag coefficients of the 
bodies for various body aspect ratios, including end shapes and orientations to incoming flow. 
Comparison between numerical results and experimental tests indicates that simulated dynamic 
pattern is affected significantly by initial drop angle, body aspect ratio, and mass center. 
Simulation program IMPACT 35 has been developed to simulate falling objects’ movement 
through a single fluid such as air, water or sediment and motion through the interface of different 
fluids. In rotational coordinate system, equations of motion are formed by linearization of drag, 
lift force, and moments with temporally varying coefficients in time domain [12-13]. IMPACT35 
has been validated by comparison between its results and experimental data. Nonlinear dynamic 
simulation of dropped objects has been presented and a detailed accurate assessment of dropped 
object trajectories has been obtained by incorporating detailed hydrodynamic models of complex 
geometries. Moreover, the entire impact zone is determined by Monte-Carlo simulations that 
consider the objects’ initial drop angle as random variables [14-15]. A different model of falling 
cylindrical object has been proposed by considering the effect of axial rotation, and simulated 
trajectory has been obtained by modifying maneuvering equations for a slender rigid body [16-
17]. The local center of gravity coincides with the geometric center of the slender body. A 
numerical tool called Dropped Objects Simulator(DROBS) has been developed to investigate 
various factors that may affect the trajectory of dropped object. The results agree well with the 
data from the model tests [3].     
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A review of the literature regarding the study of dropped objects indicates that considerable 
experimental, theoretical, and numerical efforts have been made to identify the significant factors 
for dynamics of dropped cylindrical objects through water and mathematically describe the entire 
history of dropping from the platform to seabed. Dropped cylindrical objects have been one of 
the focuses of most of the research papers in the literature due to the explicit mathematical 
expression of hydrodynamic forces in strip theory and theory of slender body. These 
mathematical expressions are applied in the dynamic equations to describe the effects of fluid 
forces- lift and drag and torque generated by fluid forces on the motions.  
However, there is a relatively limited amount of research regarding numerical simulation of 
dimensionless dynamic equations and the nondimensionalization is missing in study of trajectory 
of dropped cylindrical object under water. The technique of nondimensionalization is widely 
performed in the fluid mechanics. Nondimensionalization of equation can reduce the number of 
free parameters. The relative effect of factor can be identified by dimensionless parameters. If 
term in the equation has large size of certain dimensionless parameters, it implies its importance 
in the equation for the studied subject. Moreover, nondimensionalized equation helps to gain a 
greater insight into the relative size of various terms present in the equation and essence of 
dynamics of motion. Following appropriate selection of scales for the process of 
nondimensionalization, this could lead to identification of small terms in the equation. Then, one 
could simplify the complex problem by neglecting the term with smaller impact and retaining the 
term with large effect. In this way, one could analyze the complexity layer by layer and approach 
the complex event by adding effects of factors gradually. 
 
1.2 Objectives of the Study 
The overall objectives of the present study are to carry out nondimensionalization of the dynamic 
equations of dropped cylinder under water  based on the strip theory and theory of slender body. 
Dimensionless dynamic equations are used to systematically investigate the effects of trailing 
edge, drag coefficients, and drop angle. The specific objectives are given below:  
 
1.2.1 Two-dimensional Trajectory of Dropped Cylindrical Object  
1) investigate the effect of trailing edge on the simulated trajectory in two-dimensional X-Z 
plane 
2) investigate the effect of x-direction and z-direction drag coefficient on the simulated 
trajectory in two-dimensional X-Z plane 
3) investigate the effect of initial orientation angle on the simulated trajectory in two-
dimensional X-Z plane 
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1.2.2 Non-dimensional Trajectory of Dropped Cylindrical Object  
   1) non-dimensionalizing governing equations of dropped cylindrical object under water 
2) investigate the effect of trailing edge on the simulated dimensionless trajectory in two-
dimensional X-Z plane 
3) investigate the effect of x-direction and z-direction drag coefficient on the simulated 
dimensionless trajectory in two-dimensional X-Z plane 
4) investigate the effect of initial orientation angle on the simulated dimensionless trajectory in 
two-dimensional X-Z plane 
5) investigate the vortices of motion from dimensionless dynamic simulation. 
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Chapter 2 Numerical Investigation of Trajectory  
of Dropped Cylindrical Object  
2.1 Governing Dynamic Equations 
The mathematical expressions of two-dimensional dynamic equations of dropped cylindrical 
object firstly appeared in Aanesland's research of accidentally falling drilling pipes [3]. Based on 
the observation of his model tests of dropping pipe through water, it was found that there was 
similarity between the motion of dropping pipe and maneuvering of slender ships. The 
slenderness means the length of objects exceed its diameter by a several order of magnitude. For 
dropped pipe, the length of pipe is far greater than its diameter. Thus, the dropped pipe was 
theoretically treated as a slender body. During the large part of motion under water, the 
longitudinal velocity dominates the lateral velocity and the coupled surge-heave-pitch motion of 
the dropped pipe corresponds to the coupled surge-sway-yaw motion of the ship. Aanesland 
proposed the two-dimensional dynamic equations of dropped cylindrical object by modifying 
maneuvering equation of ships as presented by Newman [4].  
In order to mathematically describe motion of dropped cylindrical object through water, the two 
right-handed coordinate systems are adopted which are shown in Figure 1. The upper case letters 
X and Z denote a global coordinate system. X-axis represents the coordinate of the still-water 
surface. The Z-axis represents the coordinate along the vertical direction and upward is defined 
as positive direction. The local coordinate system denoted by lower case letters x and z is fixed 
on the dropped cylindrical object. The x-axis describes the cylinder axis and origin is defined at 
the centre of gravity. The local coordinate coincides with global coordinate system where the 
cylinder positions horizontally on the water surface. Let   denotes the instantaneous angle 
between the x-axis of the local coordinate system and the X-axis of the global coordinate system. 
 
                     
                                         z                                 Z  
 
  
                                             x                                                                     X  
 
                     Figure 1  The local and global coordinate systems for dropped cylindrical object                     
The parameters included in the dynamic equations are referred to the local coordinate system (x, 
z) and the cylinder is assumed moving as a rigid body. In addition, the shape of cylinder is 
assumed symmetric about the center of gravity in present study (x=z=0). 
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2.1.1 the surge motion 
The surge motion refers to the motion along x-direction of the local coordinate system. Suppose 
instantaneous velocity of dropped object along x-direction is 
1U , then based on Newton’s 
Second Law of Motion, dynamic equation of the surge motion can be written as  
                                                       
GF + buoyancyF + dragF = 1mU

, 
where 

1U  indicates the derivative with respect to time, GF = sin( )mg  is a component of gravity 
along x-direction where m is mass of dropped object and g is gravitational acceleration.  
buoyancyF = sin( )g   is a component of buoyancy along x-direction where  is density of water 
and is volume of dropped object. dragF  is drag force (fluid resistive force) occurred when an 
object moves through a fluid medium. In this study, the drag force dragF = formF + surfaceF includes 
two types of drags, form drag and surface drag. In particular, the form drag is given by formF = 
2
1 1
1
| |
8
dxC D U U where dxC is x-direction drag coefficient. The form drag depends on the cross-
sectional area of the cylinder presented to the water and is proportional to velocity squared [18]. 
The surface drag or skin friction is defined as surfaceF =
2
1 10.664 | |U U L   where  is 
kinematic viscosity and L is length of the dropped object. The surface drag depends on 
smoothness of surface of the object moving through the fluid. The mathematical expression of 
surface drag adopted here is an approximation which could be derived from the boundary layer 
theory for laminar flow [19].  
 
2.1.2 the heave motion 
The heave motion refers to the motion along z-direction in local coordinate system. Suppose z-
direction instantaneous velocity of dropped object is 3U , then dynamic equation of heave motion 
has the form as following  
                                             GF + buoyancyF + dragF + liftF = )( 213 

UUm  
where GF = )cos(mg is a component of gravity along z-direction, buoyancyF = )cos( g  is a 
component of buoyancy along z-direction. The experiments have shown that there exists a drag 
force caused by a constant current which is proportional to flow velocity squared and the 
cylinder diameter D. The drag force per unit length of cylinder at x in z-direction  is defined as 
|)(|)(
2
1
xUxDUC zzdz  where dzC  is z-direction drag coefficient and )(xU z = 23  xU  is 
instantaneous velocity along z-direction where 2  is angular velocity of rotation about y-axis. 
Based on the theory of slender body, the total drag force is obtained by integrating drag force per 
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unit length over the length of the dropped cylinder. Thus, the resultant drag force 
dragF = dxxUxDUC zzdz
L
L
|)(|)(
2
1 5.0
5.0   [20]. liftF  refers to lift force which is hydrodynamic force 
perpendicular to the surge motion. Lift force is an interaction between the object and fluid 
particles that encounter the object. liftF  can be approximated by the time rate of change in the 
momentum of fluid particles. It is known that the velocity of a fluid particle in z-direction at x is  
zU =
t
z


)cos( - 1U )sin( ,where  is angle between velocity of fluid particle and z-axis in the 
local coordinate system. When  is very small,  velocity of a fluid particle zU   at x can be 
approximated by zU = 23  xU  where 2  is angular velocity of rotation about y-axis. Then the 
differential lift force on the dropped object here is the time derivative of the momentum of water 
displaced by object: liftF = xtxUxm
Dt
D
za )],()([ , where )(xma  is mass of water displaced by 
cylindrical object at x and )(
Dt
D
 is material derivative. Thus, we have 
                               )])(()[( 231 





 xUxm
x
U
tx
F
a
lift


 
Assuming the dropped cylindrical object is a rigid body, we obtain 
                              ))(( 23

 xUxm
x
F
a
lift


+ )])(([ 231 


xUxm
x
U a  
By theory of slender body,  the resultant lift force is 
                               liftF = 
n
t
x
x
liftdxF  
                                     = dxxUxm
x
UdxxUxm a
x
x
x
x
a
n
t
n
t
)])(([])[( 23123 


 

 
                                     =- 31 UmU t + 21 tt xmU -

 3)( Udxxm
n
t
x
x
a + xdxxm
n
t
x
x
a )( 2

  
In this study,  0= 5335 mm  = dxxxm
n
t
x
x
a )(  since nt xx  , then we have 
                               liftF  =- 31 UmU t + 21 ttmxU -

333Um  
where tx  represents the coordinate of the trailing edge, nx  is the coordinate of the nose, 
)( tat xmm   is two-dimensional added mass coefficient for heave direction at the trailing edge, 
33m = dxxm
n
t
x
x
a )(  and 35m = dxxxm
n
t
x
x
a )(  are added masses for heave motion from strip theory.  
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2.1.3 the pitch motion 
The pitch motion refers to the rotation about y-axis in local coordinate system. Dynamic 
equation of pitch motion can be expressed as  
                                                     drag + lift =

255M  
where drag is the torque generated by drag force, lift is the torque generated by lift force, 55M is 
the moment of inertia in pitch direction and 2  is angular velocity of rotation about y-axis. The 
resultant torque of drag force is given by drag =-0.5 dxxUxDxUC zzdz
L
L
|)(|)(
5.0
5.0  [20] where 
dzC is z-direction drag coefficient and 23)(  xUxU z  is instantaneous velocity in z-direction. 
The mathematical expression of lift   is derived as following 
              lift  = dxFx
n
t
x
x
lift   
                       = dxxUxm
x
U
t
x a
x
x
n
t
)])(()[( 231 





  
                       = dxxUxxm
n
t
x
x
a ))(( 23

 - dxxUxmx
xU a
x
x
n
t
)])(([ 231 


  
                      = dxxUxxm
n
t
x
x
a ))(( 23

 - nt
xx
xxa xUxmxU

 |)])(([ 231 + dxxUxmU
n
t
x
x
a ))(( 231   
With 0= 5335 mm  = dxxxm
n
t
x
x
a )( , we have 
                                       lift =

 255m + )( 231  ttt xUmxU + 3331 UmU   ,                                               
where tx  represents the coordinate of the trailing edge, nx the coordinate of the nose, )( tat xmm   
is two-dimensional added mass coefficient for heave direction at the trailing edge, 33m = 
dxxm
n
t
x
x
a )(  is added mass for heave motion from strip theory, and 55m = dxxmx a
x
x
n
t
)(2  is added 
mass for pitch motion from strip theory. 
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After solving for  1U  , 3U  and 2  in the local coordinate system at each time step, the motions 
in the local coordinate system are transformed into the motions in the global coordinate system 
by using the relationship 
    [

X  

Z ]=[ 1U  3U ][
)cos()sin(
)sin()cos(

 
] 
The instantaneous angle   is solved by 

 = 2 .  
 
2.2 Numerical Results 
 Simulations have been performed through the use of the values Xt=0.0, 0.3, 0.4 , and 0.5 where 
Xt= |/| Lxt  is nondimensional trailing edge position. Figs 2-3 show the resulting trajectories for 
the initial orientation angles of 0 =30
o , 0 =45
o  and 0 =60
o  and corresponding experimental 
envelop [3], respectively. For both initial angles, the simulated trajectories at the trailing edge 
positions Xt=0.3 and Xt=0.4 are more in line with the experimental envelop. Trajectories with 
Xt=0.5 overshoot the right-hand side boundary of the observed experimental range.  All 
trajectories show a similar pattern. The effect of the trailing edge weakens at a higher initial 
orientation angle 
0 . Figure 4 shows the simulated trajectories for 0 =60
o. The simulated 
trajectory for Xt=0.4 falls into the range of experimental trajectory. From Figure 2 to Figure 4, it 
can be seen that when initial orientation angles increase from 30o to 60o , simulated landing 
points seem to shift to higher X-values along horizontal direction.  The landing positions of the 
dropped cylindrical objects at larger initial drop angles seem to separate farther apart compared 
with those at smaller angles. The simulation shows that the trailing edge position Xt has a 
significant effect on the simulated trajectory.  
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  Figure 2 Simulated trajectories of dropped cylinders at drop angle 30o with different trailing edge 
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  Figure 3 Simulated trajectories of dropped cylinders at drop angle 45o with different trailing edge 
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  Figure 4 Simulated trajectories of dropped cylinders at drop angle 60o with different trailing edge 
 
Simulations have been performed through the use of the trailing edge value of Xt=0.4  for initial 
orientation angle 0 =30
o and 0 =45
o  and 0.5 for initial orientation angle 0 =60
o . Figs 5-7 show 
the resulting trajectories for different z directional drag coefficients, dzC =1.0, 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3, 
respectively.The simulated trajectories at the z directional drag coefficients dzC =1.0 and 1.1  are 
more in line with the experimental results. Figure 5 shows that trajectories with dzC =1.2 and 1.3  
overshoot the right-hand side boundary of the observed experimental range at drop angle 30.  At 
drop angle of 45, trajectories with dzC =1.0, 1.1, and 1.2 seem in line with experimental results 
which is shown in Figure 6. Increasing drop angle by 60, trajectories with dzC =1.2 and 1.3 seem 
in line with experimental results which can be seen from Figure 7. All trajectories show a similar 
pattern and a similar landing position within experimental range.  From the figures, it can be seen 
that for each dropping angle, the dropped object demonstrated similar simulated trajectories. 
However, the larger drag coefficient dzC   seems to have farther landing point in postitive x-
direction and the larger resistance force slows down the fall allowing the dropped cylinder to 
travel further in X-direction. The drag coefficient of dzC =1.0  reaches a good agreement with the 
experimental result range.  
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Figure 5 Simulated x-z plane trajectories with different dzC at drop angle 30
o 
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Figure 6 Simulated x-z plane trajectories with different dzC at drop angle 45
o 
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Figure 7 Simulated X-Z plane trajectories with different values of dzC  at drop angle 60
o 
 
The effect of x-direction drag coefficient dxC  on the simulated trajectory in X-Z plane is studied 
and shown in Figs 8-10. Simulations have been performed through the use of the values Xt=0.4  
for initial orientation angle 0 =30
o and 0 =45
o  and 0.5 for initial orientation angle 0 =60
o . Figs 
8-10 show the resulting trajectories for x-directional drag coefficients, dxC =1.0, 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3, 
respectively.  From the figures, it can be seen that the simulated trajectories are identical when 
drop angles at 30o and 45o. When drop angle increases to 60o, there exists a small deviation of 
simulated trajectories at the sea bottom. Overall, the figures indicate that dxC  has insignificant 
effect on the trajectories in X-Z plane.  
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Figure 8 Simulated X-Z plane trajectories with different values of dxC at drop angle 30
o 
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          Figure 9  Simulated X-Z plane trajectories with different values of dxC at drop angle 45
o 
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Figure 10  Simulated X-Z plane trajectories with different values of dxC at drop angle 60
o, Xt=0.5 
 
Figure 11 shows time domain translational motions in Z direction for initial orientation angle of   
0 =45
o with z direction drag coefficients dzC =1.0, 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3. Translational motions in Z-
direction for x direction drag coefficients dxC =1.0, 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 are shown in Figure 12 
respectively. For Figs 11-12, the trailing edge Xt=0.4  is used. In Figure 13, the simulated 
translational motions are shown for trailing edge position Xt=0.0, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5, repectively.  
It should be noted that the deviation of trajectories at different z direction drag coefficients dzC  
happens at falling distance of 2 meters. The time domain translational motions seem identical for 
various values of  the x direction drag coefficient dxC . In Figure 13, it can be seen that the 
trailing edge has significant effect on the entire trajectories of dropped objects from top to 
bottom. Simulation results confirm that the trailing edge is one of the significant factors in 
determination of dynamics of dropped objects. 
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Figure 11  Simulated time domain translational motions in Z-direction with different values of dzC  
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Figure 12  Simulated time domain translational motions in Z-direction with different values of dxC  
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Figure 13  Simulated time domain translational motions in Z-direction with different trailing edges of Xt 
 
Simulations have been performed through the use of the trailing edge values of  Xt=0.0, 0.3, 0.4 , 
and 0.5. Figs 14-17 show the resulting X-Z plane trajectories for the initial orientation angles 
varying from  0o and 90o in uniform increments of 15o at four different trailing edge values. The z 
direction drag coefficient is unchanged with dzC =1.0. The x direction drag coefficient dxC =1.2 is 
used  and  As shown in Figures, dropped cylindrical object seem to travel further when the 
dropped angle is increased. When drop angle is increased to 90o, X-values tend to decrease to 
zero meter.  When the trailing edge increase, X-values at drop angle of 90o seems to decrease. 
The total excursion distribution at 5 m water is employed in the simulation. Simulated results 
confirm that the initial orientation angle 0  is one of the significant factors in determination of 
trajectories of dropped cylindrical objects. 
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Figure 14 Simulated X-Z plane trajectories with drop angles from 0o to 90o, Xt=0.0 
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Figure 15 Simulated X-Z plane trajectories with drop angles from 0o to 90o, Xt=0.3 
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Figure 16 Simulated X-Z plane trajectories with drop angles from 0o to 90o, Xt=0.4 
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Figure 17 Simulated X-Z plane trajectories with drop angles from 0o to 90o, Xt=0.5 
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Chapter 3  Non-dimensional Trajectory of Dropped Cylindrical Object  
3.1  Nondimensionalization of Governing Equation 
The technique of nondimensionalization is widely performed in the fluid mechanics. 
nondimensionalization of equation can reduce the number of free parameters. The relative effect 
of factors can be identified by their dimensionless coefficients. If a factor in the equation has 
relatively larger dimensionless coefficient, it implies that the factor has relatively larger 
importance in the equation for the studied subject. Moreover, nondimensionalized  equation 
helps to gain a greater insight into the essential nature of dynamics of motion. Following 
appropriate selecting of scales for the nondimensionalization process, this could lead to 
identification of small terms in the dynamic equation. By neglecting the term with smaller 
impact and retaining the term with large effect, one could simplify the complex problem layer by 
layer and approach the complete problem by adding complexity gradually. Here, 
nondimensionalization is carried out for the two-dimensional dynamic equation of dropped 
cylindrical object and dimensionless dynamic equations are obtained. 
Using the equation of surge motion, the units of measurement of the velocity U and time T are 
obtained.  The dynamic equation of surge motion is 
      (m-  )g )sin( -0.664 L2 1U || 1U -0.125   dxC
2D || 11 UU =m

1U  
By introducing the unit of measurement of the velocity U and time T, the velocity of surge 
motion 1U  and time t  are expressed as 
                                                       1U =U
'
1U  
                                                          t =T t  
where 1U   and t  are the dimensionless velocity and dimensionless time, respectively. Plugging 
the expressions above into equation of surge motion, we have 
(m-  )g )sin( -0.664 L2 1U  || 1U  U
3/2-0.125   dxC
2D || 11 UU  U
2=m


1U
T
U
 
By dividing by m
T
U
 on both sides of equation, we have 


1U =
m
m  
g )sin(
U
T
-0.664 L2 1U  || 1U  U
3/2
mU
T
-0.125  
dx
C
2D || 11 UU  U
2
mU
T
 
By choosing 
                       0.125   2D U2
mU
T
=1   and    g
U
T
=1 
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 The unit of measurement of velocity and time in trajectory of dropped cylindrical object are 
obtained as 
                                                      U =
2
8
D
mg

  ,   
                                           and    
                                                    T =
2
8
Dg
m

 
By introducing unit of measurement of velocity and time U and T into the dynamic equations of 
surge, heave and pitch motions, the two-dimensional dynamic equations of  dropped cylindrical 
object under water are nondimensionalized as followings  
For Surge Motion: 


1U = 1A )sin( - 1B 1U  || 1U  - 1C || 11 UU   
where  1U   is dimensionless velocity of surge motion and 1A ,  1B  , and 1C  dimensionless 
parameters  which are expressed as 
1A =
m
m  
， 
1B =0.664 L
2 U1/2
m
T
,  
and 1 dxC C  
 
For Heave Motion: 


3U =- 2A )cos( + 2B
2
3U  + 2C
2
2 + 2D 1U  3U  + 2E 1U  2  
where  3U   and 2   are dimensionless velocity of heave motion and dimensionless angular 
velocity about y-axis and 2A ,  2B  , 2C   and 2D  are dimensionless parameters which are 
expressed as 
2A =
mm
m


33

， 
2B = )/(5.0 33 mmDLUTCdz  ， 
2C = )/(/5.0 33
3 mmUTDLCdz  ,  
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2D = )/( 33 mmUTmt  ,  
2E = )/()( 33 mmmmx tt   
 
For Pitch Motion: 

2 = 3A 3U  2 + 3B 1U  3U  + 3C 1U  2  
where 1U  , 3U  , and 2   are dimensionless velocity of surge motion,  heave motion and 
dimensionless angular velocity about y-axis, respectively. The dimensionless parameters 2A ,  2B  
, 2C   and 2D  are expressed as 
3A = )/(5.0 5555
3 MmUTDLCdz    
3B = )/())(( 5555
2
33 MmUTmxm tt  ,  
and 3C =- tt mx
2 UT / )( 5555 Mm  .   
 
The length scale L in this study is 
                          L UT =
2
8
D
mg
 2
8
Dg
m

=
2
8m
D
 
The length L is the distance covered in the time interval of T at the velocity U. It provides an 
estimate of the order of magnitude of the distance at which motion of dropped cylindrical object 
stop.     
     
3.2  Numerical Results 
 3.2.1  the trailing edge effect 
Using non-dimensional governing equations of surge, heave and pitch motionsDimemsionless 
simulations have been performed through the use of the trailing edge values of Xt=0.0, 0.3, 0.4 , 
and 0.5. Resulting non-dimensional trajectories are shown in Figs 18-20 for the initial orientation 
angles of 0 =30
o, 0 =45
o , and 0 =60
o , respectively. For both initial angles of 0 =30
o and 
0 =45
o , the simulated dimensionless trajectories at the trailing edge positions Xt=0.3 and 
Xt=0.4 are more in line with the experimental results. Dimensionless trajectories with Xt=0.5 
overshoot the right-hand side boundary of the observed experimental range.  All trajectories 
show a similar pattern. The effect of the trailing edge decreases at a larger initial orientation 
angle 0 . Figure20 shows the simulated dimensionless trajectories for 0 =60
o. The simulated 
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dimensionless trajectory for Xt=0.4 seems to agree well with of dimensionless experimental 
values. From Figure 18 to Figure 20, it can be seen that when initial orientation angles increase 
from 30o to 60o , simulated dimensionless landing points seem to shift to farther landing location 
along horizontal direction. Landing positions of the dropped cylindrical at large initial dropping 
angles seem to separate farther apart compared with those at lower angles.  The dimensionless 
simulation show that the trailing edge position Xt  has a significant effect on the simulated 
dimensionless trajectory.  
 
 
  Figure 18. Simulated dimensionless trajectories of dropped cylinders at drop angle 30o with different trailing edge 
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  Figure 19.  Simulated dimensionless trajectories of dropped cylinders at drop angle 45o with different trailing edge 
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  Figure 20  Simulated dimensionless  trajectories of dropped cylinders at drop angle 60o with different trailing edge 
 
3.2.2 the drag coefficient effect 
Non-dimensional simulations have been performed through the use of the values Xt=0.4  for 
initial orientation angle 0 =30
o and 0 =45
o  and 0.5 for initial orientation angle 0 =60
o . Figs 21-
23 show the resulting non-dimensional trajectories for different z directional drag coefficients, 
dzC =1.0, 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3, respectively. Figure 21 shows that simulated dimensionless trajectory 
overshoot at right boundary of experimental envelop for all values of dzC  at drop angle of 30
o . 
From Figure 22, It can be seen that dimensionless trajectories for dzC =1.0 and 1.1 are in line 
with experimental envelop when the drop angle is increased to 45o.  When the drop angle is 
increased to 60o , the dimensionless trajectories for dzC =1.2 and 1.3 seem to fall into the range of 
experimental dimensionless trajectory as shown in Figure 23.  Overall, it can be seen that for 
each drop angle, the dropped object demonstrated similar simulated dimensionless trajectories 
compared with simulation with physical units. It shows that trajectory under the larger drag 
coefficient dzC   seems to cause farther landing point in positive x-direction. The possible reason 
is that larger  dzC  arises larger resistance force which slows down the falling motion and  allows 
the dropped cylindrical object to travel further in X-direction.  
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Figure 21 Simulated dimensionless  x-z plane trajectories with different dzC at drop angle 30
o 
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Figure 22  Simulated dimensionless x-z plane trajectories with different dzC at drop angle 45
o 
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Figure 23 Simulated dimensionless x-z plane trajectories with different values of dzC  at drop angle 60
o 
 
The effect of x-direction drag coefficient dxC  on the simulated dimensionless trajectory in X-Z 
plane is studied and shown in Figs 24-26. Dimensionless simulations have been performed using 
the trailing edge values of  Xt=0.4  for initial orientation angle 0 =30
o and 0 =45
o and 0.5 for 
initial orientation angle 0 =60
o . Figs 24-26 show the resulting dimensionless trajectories for x-
directional drag coefficients, dxC =1.0, 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3, respectively.  From the figures, it can be 
seen that the simulated trajectories are identical when drop angles at 30o and 45o. When drop 
angle increases to 60o, the small deviation of simulated trajectories appear at the sea bottom. 
Overall, dimensionless simulation indicate that dxC  has insignificant effect on the trajectories in 
X-Z plane. 
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Figure 24 Simulated dimensionless X-Z plane trajectories with different values of dxC at drop angle 30
o 
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          Figure 25  Simulated dimensionless  x-z plane trajectories with different values of dxC at drop angle 45
o 
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Figure 26  Simulated dimensionless X-Z plane trajectories with different values of dxC at drop angle 60
o, Xt=0.5 
 
Figure 27 shows time domain dimensionless translational motions in Z direction for initial 
orientation angle of   0 =45
o with z direction drag coefficients dzC =1.0, 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3. The 
dimensionless translational motions in Z-direction for x direction drag coefficients dxC =1.0, 1.1, 
1.2 and 1.3 are shown in Figure 28 respectively. For Figs 27-28, the trailing edge Xt=0.4  is 
used. In Figure 29, the simulated dimensionless translational motions are shown for trailing edge 
position Xt=0.0, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5, repectively.  It can be seen that the deviation of trajectories at 
different z direction drag coefficients dzC  happens in middle of falling motion. The time domain 
translational motions seem identical for various values of  the x direction drag coefficient dxC . In 
Figure 29, it can be seen that the trailing edge has significant effect on the entire dimensionless 
trajectories of dropped objects. Simulation results confirm that the trajectory is significantly 
affected by the trailing edge. 
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Figure 27  Simulated time domain dimensionless translational motions in Z-direction with different values of dzC  
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Figure 28  Simulated time domain dimensionless  translational motions in Z-direction with different values of dxC  
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Figure 29   Simulated time domain dimensionless  translational motions in Z-direction with different values of Xt 
 
3.2.3  the dropping angle effect 
Non-dimensional simulations have been performed through the use of the values Xt=0.0, 0.3, 0.4 
, and 0.5. Figs 30-33 show the resulting non-dimensional X-Z plane trajectories for the initial 
orientation angles varying from  0o and 90o in uniform increments of 15o. The drag coefficient 
are unchanged with value of dzC =1.0 and dxC =1.2 for simulations. As shown in Figures, non-
dimensional X position tends to increase when increasing the dropped angle. When drop angle 
reach 90o, X tends to decrease to zero.  When the trailing edge increase, the positive X position 
at 90o seems to decrease. The total excursion distribution at non-dimensional z position of 0.7 is 
employed in the simulation. Non-dimensional simulated results confirm that the initial 
orientation angle 0  is one of the significant factors in determination of shape of trajectories of 
dropped cylinderical objects, which is consistent with the findings from [3, 9, 10]. 
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Figure 30 Simulated dimensionless X-Z plane trajectories with drop angles from 0o to 90o, Xt=0.0 
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Figure 31 Simulated  dimensionless X-Z plane trajectories with drop angles from 0o to 90o, Xt=0.3 
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Figure 32 Simulated  dimensionless X-Z plane trajectories with drop angles from 0o to 90o, Xt=0.4 
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Figure 33  Simulated dimensionless X-Z plane trajectories with drop angles from 0o to 90o, Xt=0.5 
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3.2.4  the water depth effect 
Non-dimensional simulations have been performed under the trailing edge values of  Xt=0.0, 0.3, 
0.4 , and 0.5. Figs 34-42 show the resulting dimensionless trajectories in X-Z plane for the initial 
orientation angles 0 =30
o, 45o  and 60o. For each drop angle, the non-dimensional X-Z 
trajectories have been inspected at three non-dimensional Z position of z*=0.7, 1, 6. As shown in 
Figures, non-dimensional dynamic cycle of motion seems to stop at around 5 which correspond 
to water depth around 50 meters. This characteristic is failed to captured by simulation with 
units. From the figures, it can be seen that the non-dimensional trajectory seems to end its spiral 
motion or periodic mode in deeper vertical position when the dropping angle is increased. In 
other words, the dropped object with larger dropping angle seem to reach deeper vertical 
position. The trailing edge seem to cause object to land in farther x position.  
 
 
Figure 34  Simulated dimensionless X-Z plane trajectories at dimensionless water depth z=(-0.7,0) 
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Figure 35  Simulated dimensionless X-Z plane trajectories at dimensionless water depth z=(-1,0) 
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Figure 36  Simulated dimensionless X-Z plane trajectories at dimensionless water depth z=(-6,0) 
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Figure 37  Simulated dimensionless X-Z plane trajectories at dimensionless water depth z=(-07,0) 
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Figure 38  Simulated dimensionless X-Z plane trajectories at dimensionless water depth z=(-1,0) 
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Figure 39  Simulated dimensionless X-Z plane trajectories at dimensionless water depth z=(-6,0) 
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Figure 40  Simulated dimensionless X-Z plane trajectories at dimensionless water depth z=(-0.7,0) 
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Figure 41 Simulated dimensionless X-Z plane trajectories at dimensionless water depth z=(-1,0) 
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Figure 42  Simulated dimensionless X-Z plane trajectories at dimensionless water depth z=(-6,0) 
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Chapter 4 Summary and Conclusions 
4.1 Summary of Investigation of Trajectory of Dropped Cylindrical Object  
 Using two-dimensional governing equations of surge, heave and pitch motions similar to 
maneuvering of ships, the simulated trajectories of dropped cylindrical object are obtained under 
various trailing edge positions, drag coefficients and initial orientation angles. In order to 
investigate the effects of trailing edge on simulated trajectories, numerical simulations have been 
performed at four trailing edge values of Xt=0.0, 0.3, 0.4 , and 0.5. The resulting simulation 
show that the trailing edge position Xt has a significant effect on the simulated trajectory and the 
trajectories at the trailing edge positions Xt=0.3 and Xt=0.4 are more in line with the 
experimental results. Trajectories with Xt=0.5 agree with experimental envelop for initial 
orientation angle is greater than 60o. At small angle, the trajectory overshoots the right-hand side 
boundary of the observed experimental range. It implies that there is interaction between trailing 
edge effect and dropping angle effect. The effect of the trailing edge decreases at a larger initial 
orientation angle 0 .Overall, All trajectories show a similar pattern. With increasing dropping 
angle, simulated landing points seem to shift to further along X-direction. At large initial drop 
angles, the simulated trajectories seem to separate farther apart. Landing positions of the dropped 
cylindrical objects are significantly affected by trailing edge position.  
In order to exam the effect of z directional drag coefficient on trajectory of dropped cylindrical 
object, the two-dimensional numerical simulations have been conducted for initial orientation 
angles of 
0 =30
o and 
0 =45
o with the trailing edge at value of Xt=0.4 and  Xt=0.5 is used for 
initial orientation angle 0 =60
o The resulting trajectories show that z directional drag coefficients 
dzC =1.0 and 1.1  are more in line with the experimental results at drop angle 30. dzC =1.2 and 1.3  
overshoot the right-hand side boundary of the observed experimental range at drop angle 30.  
When drop angle increase to 45o, however, trajectories with dzC =1.1, and 1.2 seem to fall in  
experimental envelop. Increasing drop angle by 60o, trajectories with dzC =1.2 and 1.3 seem to 
agree with  experimental results. Overall, all trajectories show a similar pattern and a similar 
landing position within experimental range. It can be seen that for each dropping angle, the 
dropped object demonstrated similar simulated trajectories. The larger drag coefficient dzC   
seems to have farther landing point in x-direction. 
The effect of x-directional drag coefficient on trajectory of dropped cylindrical object was 
investigated by two-dimensional(2D) numerical simulations with the trailing edge at value of 
Xt=0.4 for initial orientation angle at 0 =30
o and 0 =45
o and Xt=0.5 for initial orientation 
angle 0 =60
o The resulting trajectories for different x directional drag coefficients show that the 
simulated trajectories are identical when drop angles at 30o and 45o. When drop angle increases 
to 60o, a small deviation of simulated trajectories exists at the sea bottom. Overall, the figures 
indicate that dxC  has insignificant effect on the trajectories in X-Z plane.  
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The effects of z direction drag coefficient, x direction drag coefficient and trailing edge have 
been examined through time domain translational motions in Z direction. It is shown that the 
trajectories deviation occur under various z direction drag coefficients dzC . The time domain 
translational motions seem identical for various values of  the x direction drag coefficient. It can 
also be seen that the trailing edge has significant effect on the entire trajectories of dropped 
objects from top to bottom. Simulation results confirm that the trailing edge is one of the 
significant factors in determination of dynamics of dropped objects. 
 The effect of drop angle on the trajectory was investigated by simulating trajectory for the initial 
orientation angles varying from  0o and 90o with unit increments of 15o. Simulations have been 
performed under the four trailing edge values of  Xt=0.0, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5. The drag coefficient 
were chosen as dzC =1.0 and dxC =1.2. Simulated trajectories were significantly affected by drop 
angle. When the trailing edge increase, the positive X position at 90o seems to decrease. The 
trajectory of dropped cylinder demonstrate different patterns and simulated results confirm that 
the initial orientation angle 0  is one of the significant factors in determination of shape of 
trajectories of dropped cylindrical object as well as trailing edge.  
 
4.2 Summary of Study of Dimensionless Trajectory of Dropped Cylindrical Object  
The dimensionless dynamic equations of dropped cylindrical object under water were obtained 
by performing the technique of nondimensionalization on governing equations. Dimensionless 
numerical simulations have been performed on trajectory of dropped cylindrical object at various 
values of trailing edge Xt=0.0, 0.3, 0.4 , and 0.5 which is position of trailing edge. Using 
dimensionless governing equations of surge, heave and pitch motions similar to maneuvering of 
ships, the resulting dimensionless trajectories were obtained  for the initial orientation angles of 
0 =30
o, 45o,and 0 =60
o , respectively. The dimensionless simulation show that the trailing edge 
position Xt remains a significant effect on the simulated trajectory. The simulated results show 
that the dimensionless trajectories  at the trailing edge positions Xt=0.3 and Xt=0.4 are more in 
line with the experimental results. Dimensionless trajectories with Xt=0.5 overshoot the right-
hand side boundary of the observed experimental range.  All dimensionless trajectories show a 
similar pattern. There is coupled effect between trailing edge effect and dropping angle effect. 
For 0 =60
o, the dimensionless trajectory agrees with experimental range at higher value of  
trailing edge position 0.5.  When dropping angle is increased, simulated landing position seem to 
shift to farther landing location along horizontal direction.  
The effect of z directional drag coefficient on trajectory of dropped cylindrical object is 
examined. The resulting dimensionless trajectories for different z directional drag coefficients 
show that z directional drag coefficients dzC =1.0 and 1.1  are more in line with the experimental 
results at drop angle 30. When drop angle increase to 45o, trajectories with dzC =1.0, 1.1, and 1.2 
seem to fall in experimental envelop. Increasing drop angle by 60o, trajectories with dzC =1.2 and 
1.3 seem to agree with  experimental.. All dimensionless trajectories show a similar pattern and a 
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similar landing position within experimental range. The larger drag coefficient 
dzC   seems to 
have farther landing point in x-direction. The larger 
dzC  causes the larger resistance force and 
slows down the falling motion.  
The effect of X- directional drag coefficient on dimensionless trajectory of dropped cylindrical 
object was investigated by numerical simulations using the trailing edge at value of Xt=0.4 for 
initial orientation angle at 
0 =30
o and 
0 =45
o and Xt=0.5 for initial orientation angle
0 =60
o . 
The resulting dimensionless trajectories show that the simulated trajectories are identical when 
drop angles at 30o and 45o. When drop angle increases to 60o, there exists a small deviation of 
simulated trajectories at the sea bottom. Overall, the figures indicate that dxC  has insignificant 
effect on the trajectories in X-Z plane.  
Time domain dimensionless translational motions in Z direction are obtained under various z 
direction drag coefficients dzC =1.0,1.1,1.2 and 1.3, various x direction drag coefficients 
dxC =1.0, 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3, and various trailing edge position Xt=0.0,0.3,0.4, and 0.5, 
respectively.  It is shown that the dimensionless trajectories exhibit different path at different 
trailing edges and at different z direction drag coefficients. The x direction drag coefficient does 
not have significant impact on the trajectories along z direction. The trailing edge has effect on 
the evolution of trajectories of dropped objects from top to bottom. Dimensionless simulated 
results confirm that the trailing edge is one of the significant factors in determination of 
dynamics of dropped objects under water. 
The effect of drop angle on the dimensionless trajectory was examined by simulating trajectory 
for the initial orientation angles varying from  0o and 90o in uniform increments of 15o. 
Simulations have been performed under the trailing edge at  the values of  Xt=0.0, 0.3, 0.4 and 
0.5. The drag coefficient are unchanged with value of dzC =1.0 and dxC =1.2 during simulation. 
Dimensionless simulated trajectories show that when drop angle reach 90o, X tends to decrease 
to zero.  When the trailing edge increase, the positive X position at 90o seems to decrease. The 
dimensionless trajectory of dropped cylinder demonstrate different patterns and simulated results 
confirm that the initial orientation angle 0  is one of the significant factors in determination of 
shape of trajectories of dropped cylindrical object as well as trailing edge. Moreover, 
dimensionless at large initial dropping angles seem to separate farther.  
In order to investigate the number of oscillation of motion, non-dimensional simulations have 
been performed through the use of the values Xt=0.0, 0.3, 0.4 , and 0.5. The resulting non-
dimensional X-Z plane trajectories for the initial orientation angles 0 =30
o, 45o  and 60o in 
uniform increments of 15o. For each drop angle, the non-dimensional x-z trajectories have been 
inspected at three non-dimensional z position of z*=-0.7, -1, -6. The motion becomes stable  at 
around 5 which correspond to water depth around 30 meters. This characteristic is failed to 
captured by simulation with units. From the figures, it can be seen that the non-dimensional 
trajectory seems to end its spiral motion or periodic mode in deeper vertical position when the 
dropping angle is increased. In other words, the dropped object with larger dropping angle seem 
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to stop its oscillation mode at deeper vertical position. The trailing edge seem to cause object to 
land in farther x position.  
 
4.3 Conclusions 
In this study, the nondimensionalization is carried out for the two-dimensional coupled surge-
heave-pitch motions of dropped cylindrical object and dimensionless dynamic equations are 
obtained. Numerical simulation was performed on the dimensionless governing equations of 
motions. The resulting dimensionless trajectories confirm that trailing edge, the drop angle and  
z-direction drag coefficient are critical factors which affect the trajectories and the findings are 
consistent with those of simulation results[1,7,8,9]. The initial orientation angle greatly affects 
the underwater trajectory of the dropped cylinder. With increasing orientation angle, the larger 
excursion in x-direction occurred. In addition, it is found that the trailing edge significantly 
affects the simulated trajectory through the hydrodynamic force upon the object. It is shown that 
x-directional drag coefficient dxC  has little effect on the X-Z plane motion. Overall, the 
nondimensionalization in this study is validated by the resulting trajectory simulation based on 
dimensionless dynamic equations of dropped object. Dimensionless dynamic equations maintain 
the characteristics of motions. In future research, the revolution of trajectory could be 
investigated with incorporation of stochastic noise into dynamic motion by considering that the 
water entry of dropped object is affected by random factors. 
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